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Overview

• Uniqueness of Britain’s ecological data 

• Legacy of previous ‘big societies’

• Setting priorities, understanding trends

• Modern ecological data capture

• Case studies: good data make for good 

decisions

• Role of local environmental records 

centres



Changes in the breeding range of the Cirl Bunting
Only in Britain can we do this... 200 years of 

amateur recording of nature



Previous ‘Big Societies’ left a legacy





1889 RSPB

Species protection

A very brief history of nature conservation



1912 Wildlife Trust

Nature Reserves



Sites ‘worthy of 

protection’ -

SPNR  1915





1949 Government

National Parks

SSSIs



1949 Government

National Parks

SSSIs



What is biodiversity?
• A legal definition:

• "The variability among living organisms from all sources 

including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic 

ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are 

part; this includes diversity within species, between species 

and of ecosystems.” – Convention on Biological Diversity 

Article 2. UNEP 1992

• A functional definition:

• Species, habitats, and the systems and processes which 

sustain them



Protected Site Designations
• EU Habitats Directive

• Special Protection Areas (SPAs)  - BIRDS

• Special Areas of Conservation (SACs)  - HABITATS

UK Law

• Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)  - habitats, species, 

geology, geomorphology

• Species protection legislation, e.g. birds, badgers, rare and 

threatened species

Planning Policy

• Local Wildlife Sites (aka County Wildlife Sites, Sites of 

Importance for Nature Conservation etc)  - habitats, 

species



UK Biodiversity Action Plan

• Priority habitats

• Priority species

• Linking species to habitats

• Targeting species which do not ‘fit in’

• Landscape connectivity? 

• Ecological processes??



Trends may be outside local authority 
influence... 



Trends may be outside local authority 
influence... 



Some habitats may be unsustainable 

under changed land use



• v
Northern species

decline and retreat

Southern species

increase and expand

Climate change alters ‘value’ of species



Focus likely to be on habitat rarity and continuity



Lowland meadows



‘Brownfield’ sites often important







Pattern and connectivity of important sites change value



‘Habitat’ can be species-specific



Application of volunteers’ data

e.g. Cambridgeshire Bird Club data

Roswell Pits, Ely, is now 

a SSSI for wintering & 

breeding bird 
populations



Kingfisher Bridge, wetland creation 
from arable, became a county 
wildlife site for bird populations 
within 10 years

Application of volunteers’ data

e.g. Cambridgeshire Bird Club data



Recent arrivals

Professional survey and EIA



Valuing Ecosystem services

Becoming accepted or fashionable:

UN  Millennium Ecosystem Assessment  (2004)

The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB)  (2010)

UK National Ecosystem Assessment (2011)

Range of Ecosystem Services:

• Provisioning services, e.g. food, water

• Regulating services, e.g. Flood management, disease control

• Cultural services, e.g. recreational, cultural and spiritual 

benefits

• Supporting services, e.g. air and water quality, nutrient 

cycling, pollination of crops



Green Infrastructure

Montgomeryshire

ABERDEEN

Cambourne, 

Cambridgeshire

Multi-functional, e.g. 

recreation, transport

biodiversity, water 

management



Role of local records centres

Set up as a purpose built repository for records in County or 

wider area:

• One-stop shop for biological and environmental data

• Hold and manage data of a known quality and provenance

• Ensure that records are accessible and data mobilised



Impartial providers of information.

• do not provide an opinion on data or records

• do provide an evidence-based service

• let the data speak for themselves – others can interpret it

What records centres do



What records centres do

Ensure data in its area are put to work informing decision 

makers by:

• An evidence-based approach to LA planning

• Making records available to ecological consultants

• Providing an archival resource for the community

• Providing records for academic studies

•Most cost-effective provision of data to all sides


